Multicolor lasers using birefringent filters: experimental demonstration with Cr:Nd:GSGG and Cr:LiSAF.
In this study, we numerically and experimentally investigate application of birefringent filters (BRFs) as frequency selective elements in multicolor lasers. A BRF plate made out of crystalline quartz with an arbitrarily oriented optical axis has been explored. Simulation results have shown that compared to regular BRFs where the optical axis lies in the plane of the plates surface, a BRF with an optical axis pointing out of its surface enables design flexibility in filter parameters, providing access to a wider set of free spectral range and bandwidth values. As a result, multicolor operation could be obtained in many wavelength pairs using a single BRF plate. In the experiments a 3-mm thick quartz BRF with an optical axis 45° to the surface plane has been used. With Cr:Nd:GSGG as a laser medium two-color and three-color cw laser operation has been demonstrated in 11 and 3 different transition combinations, respectively. Moreover, two-color laser operation has been demonstrated in 10 different wavelength pairs in Cr:LiSAF. To our knowledge, this study is the first detailed investigation and experimental demonstration of BRFs with tilted optical axis for multicolor operation of solid-state lasers. Compared to other methods, BRFs enable a rich selection of transition pairs and also the ratio of the power in each line could be regulated by fine adjustment of the rotation angle. Implementation of tilted-axis BRFs should boost development of efficient and low-cost multicolor lasers in other gain media as well.